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Abstract Gerbera hybrida is an economically impor-
tant cut flower. In the production and transportation of
gerbera with unavoidable periods of high relative hu-
midity, greymould occurs and results in losses in quality
and quantity of flowers. Considering the limitations of
chemical use in greenhouses and the impossibility to use
these chemicals in auction or after sale, breeding for
resistant gerbera cultivars is considered as the best prac-
tical approach. In this study, we developed two segre-
gating F1 populations (called S and F). Four parental
linkage maps were constructed using common and pa-
rental specific SNP markers developed from expressed
sequence tag sequencing. Parental genetic maps, con-
taining 30, 29, 27 and 28 linkage groups and a consen-
sus map covering 24 of the 25 expected chromosomes,
could be constructed. After evaluation of Botrytis dis-
ease severity using three different tests, whole

inflorescence, bottom (of disc florets) and ray floret,
quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping was performed
using the four individual parental maps. A total of 20
QTLs (including one identical QTL for whole inflores-
cence and bottom tests) were identified in the parental
maps of the two populations. The number of QTLs
found and the explained variance ofmost QTLs detected
reflect the complex mechanism of Botrytis disease
response.
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Introduction

Gerbera hybrida belongs to the Compositae family and
is known for its abundant flower colours, capitula sizes
and shapes. As one of the most economical important
ornamental plants, gerbera is mainly used as cut flower
and ranked fifth in cut flower sales on Dutch flower
auctions in 2014 (https:/ /www.floraholland.
com/media/3949227/Kengetallen-2014-Engels.pdf).
The cultivated commercial gerberas are highly
heterozygous, almost completely obligatory outcrossing
diploid (2n = 50) plants and probably originated from
crossings between two wild species, Gerbera jamesonii
and Gerbera viridifolia, from Africa (Hansen 1999).

Gerbera as a cut flower is mainly grown in green-
houses for year-round production. However, during ger-
bera cultivation especially in winter and during the pro-
cess of post-harvest transportation, the high relative
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humidity is ideal for greymould infestation. Gerbera grey
mould is caused by the necrotrophic fungus Botrytis
cinerea, a notorious fungal pathogen with a wide range
of plant host species (Elad et al. 2016). B. cinerea infec-
tion leads to direct damage on gerbera. Necrotic lesions
(spotting) in early infection occur on flower buds and ray
florets and these symptoms are strengthened when
flowers are packed in boxes, in which a high relative
humidity develops during cold storage and transport
(Bastiaan-Net et al. 2007; Kerssies 1993a; Kerssies
1993b; Salinas and Verhoeff 1995). Control of gerbera
grey mould in greenhouses frequently relies on spraying
chemicals (Prins et al. 2000), but using chemicals may
cause environmental issues and increase resistance to
fungicides (Leroux 2007) whereas the use of some com-
pounds has been restricted and banned in a number of
countries. Moreover, quality loss due to gerbera grey
mould occurring in post-harvest (in auction or after sale)
transport is hard to avoid by chemical treatments, affect-
ing both the buyer (reduction in profits) and the seller (a
breeder’s reputation) (Bastiaan-Net et al. 2007). Thus,
breeding for Botrytis resistant varieties is needed to re-
duce current and future problems due to this devastating
pathogen in gerbera.

A number of studies on Arabidopsis indicated that
the positive responses regulated by JA/ET (jasmonic
acid/ethylene) signalling (Glazebrook 2005; Thomma
et al. 1998; Thomma et al. 1999) and production of
camalexin (Kliebenstein et al. 2005; van Baarlen et al.
2007; Williamson et al. 2007) enhance a plant’s resis-
tance to B. cinerea. Similarly, in Brassica rapa, gluco-
sinolate defensive metabolite accumulation coincided
with B. cinerea quantitative trait loci (QTLs) (Zhang
et al. 2016). Catechol from onion scales inhibited
B. cinerea growth in vitro (Clark and Lorbeer 1975).
However, none of these metabolites in different species
can confer full resistance. Plant resistance to Botrytis is
considered conditioned by multiple genes with partial
effects and likely requires the contribution of multiple
loci to reduce disease severity (Mengiste et al. 2003) and
to obtain acceptable levels of resistance under standard
conditions. This kind of complex resistance is polygenic
and can be referred to as quantitative disease resistance
(St. Clair 2010). DNA markers tightly linked to quanti-
tative resistance loci can be used for marker-assisted
selection (MAS) and desirable QTLs can be then sub-
sequently introgressed into commercial cultivars.

Up to now, QTL analysis for Botrytis resistance has
been primarily assayed in Arabidopsis and tomato.

Denby et al. (2004) identified 12 small- to medium-
effect QTL governing Botrytis susceptibility as to lesion
size in Arabidopsis using 104 individuals from a
Ler × Col-0 recombinant inbred population and several
interesting candidate genes were found co-located in the
QTL regions of the genome. Rowe and Kliebenstein
(2008) found that several separate QTLs influenced le-
sion size and camalexin accumulation on Arabidopsis
leaves using a larger RILs population with 411
individuals. They suggested that the plant defence
against B. cinerea is mainly quantitative and genetically
complex. Finkers et al. (2007b) calculated disease inci-
dence and lesion growth rate in tomato populations and
detected three QTLs that explained 12, 15 and 7% of the
total phenotypic variation. They also analysed two QTLs
in BC2S1 progeny and found additive effects for progeny
with homozygous resistance QTL alleles present.

No gerbera genetic maps are published to date. In this
study, we developed two F1 populations segregating for
Botrytis resistance in order to obtain the first genetic
maps for this highly heterozygous ornamental crop.
Through next generat ion sequencing of the
transcriptomes of the parental genotypes (Fu et al.
2016), SNP markers have been developed. These SNP
markers have been used for linkage map construction
and QTL mapping of Botrytis resistance in gerbera.

Materials and methods

Mapping populations

Two gerbera segregating F1 populations from heterozy-
gous parents were used in this study. The two mapping
populations were derived from four parental genotypes
with different resistance levels against B. cinerea infec-
tion and the selected (unrelated) two populations showed
the largest variation among 20 F1 populations (four half
sibs of crosses with a line with known Botrytis infection
problems) which were tested for Botrytis susceptibility
on 50 individuals. Population Schreurs (hereafter referred
to as population S), containing 276 offspring, was ob-
tained from a cross between the gerbera genotypes, SP1
and SP2. Population Florist (hereafter referred to as pop-
ulation F) was produced by a cross between FP1 and
FP2. Population F consisted of 270 progeny. All individ-
uals from both populations were used for linkage map-
ping, disease tests and QTL analysis.
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Phenotypic measurements

The head-like inflorescence of gerbera is composed of
different flower types, the marginal ray florets, the cen-
tral disc florets and the intermediate trans florets.
Botrytis-infected lesion symptoms vary in these gerbera
florets: spotting on ray florets and rotting on disc florets.
To assess Botrytis resistance levels on different gerbera
inflorescences of all F1 progenies and four parents in the
two populations, phenotypic data were collected using
three tests based on a visual inspection of Botrytis
infestation: on whole inflorescence (further referred to
as whole inflorescence orWI test), on the bottom of disc
florets in the capitulum (further referred to as bottom
test) and on ray florets (further referred to as ray floret or
RF test), respectively.

B. cinerea (strain B05.10 obtained from Dr. J. van
Kan, Laboratory of Phytopathology, Wageningen
University) was grown for 1 week on potato dextrose
agar (PDA) medium after which conidia were trans-
ferred onto fresh PDA medium and grown until sporu-
lation (about 1 week). A spore suspension of 1 × 107

conidial spores per millilitre in sterile distilled water was
prepared as stock suspension. For the Botrytis disease
test on whole inflorescence and bottom, the spore sus-
pension was diluted to a concentration of 1 × 105/ml
with water and sprayed on the inflorescence with a fine
plant sprayer. After inoculation, inflorescences were
incubated for 5 days in a climate cell at 20 °C and a
R.H. of 90%. Because ripe flowers (anthesis of first
whorl of disc floret) are not available from single plants
in abundance, testing was done over a period of 10
consecutive weeks (8–10 inflorescences tested on aver-
age). Inflorescence testing was done simultaneously for
whole inflorescence and bottom tests on the same inflo-
rescence. First, whole inflorescences were visually eval-
uated to score, after which, the bottom of the capitulum
was cut (horizontal cross section) to check (score) fun-
gal growth inside the capitulum for the bottom test. The
response to Botrytis infection on whole inflorescence
and bottom was scored ranging from 0 (no symptom) to
5 (completely rotten).

For the ray floret test, inoculation was performed by
pipetting 2 μl of spore suspension that was diluted to a
concentration of 3 × 105/ml in potato dextrose (to guar-
antee 100% spore germination), on the upper surface of
a single marginal ray floret. Twenty ray florets were
incubated for 48 h at nearly 100% relative humidity.
After 48 h, the disease score was assessed as follows: 0

no visible symptoms; 1 infection limited in inoculation
droplet size; 2 lesion extended twice to four times the
droplet size; 3 large lesion area but still smaller than half
of the ray floret; 4 lesion area larger than half of the ray
floret; and 5 complete necrosis.

SNP selection and genotyping

EST database establishment and SNP detection have
been performed as described in Fu et al. (2016). SNPs
were identified as specific SNPs (only polymorphic in
one set of crossing parents, i.e. a single population) and
common SNPs (polymorphic in both populations). The
origin of SNP markers is indicated in the name. For
example, marker WGC10601_843_S1F2 means that
this marker is developed from contig10601 of the ger-
bera EST data set (Fu et al. 2016). The number after the
first underscore is the SNP position in the contig. At the
end of each marker’s name, the source of polymorphism
is indicated by population (and parent). If it is a specific
SNP, it will be followed only with either S or F (S after
the second underscore means polymorphic in both S
population parents and S1 means only polymorphic in
SP1, etc.). Common SNPs are indicated with both an S
and F in the name. In this case, S1F2 means this marker
is a commonmarker which is polymorphic in parents S1
and F2 and can be found under an identical name in both
maps.

Genotyping of selected reliable SNP markers in par-
ents and all individuals of the two populations was
performed by KBioscience (current name LGC geno-
mics) using KASP technology. The genotyping data
were visualised in SNPviewer (LGC genomics) to check
the segregation type in each population, and SNP
markers with segregation type 1:1 and 1:2:1 were in-
cluded for genetic mapping. SNP makers segregating in
a non-Mendelian inheritance pattern were analysed by
hypothesising one or more null allele present. After
checking the goodness of fit to possible segregation
types, these markers were rescored and included.

Genetic linkage map construction

The genotyping data of two gerbera populations were
coded following the population type CP (cross-
pollinating) in JoinMap® 4.1 (van Ooijen 2006). After
created maternal and paternal population nodes, group-
ing of markers was based upon the test for independence
LOD score with a threshold of 4. Genetic map
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construction used regression mapping and the Kosambi
mapping function. Integrated linkage maps of the pa-
rental maps were constructed based on the bridge
markers (<hkxhk> type marker). Consensus linkage
groups of the two populations were constructed with
identical common markers segregating in both popula-
tions and numbering was named consistent between
linkage maps.

QTL analysis

The means of disease score for each individual on whole
inflorescence, bottom and ray floret tests in the two
populations were used independently as phenotypic data
for QTL analysis. QTL analysis for Botrytis resistance
was performed in separate parental linkage maps using
MapQTL® 6 (van Ooijen 2009). First, interval mapping
was used to find QTL regions associated to each of the
traits tested. Based on the result of interval mapping,
MQM (multiple QTL models) mapping was performed
with the maximum likelihood mixture model using the
closest markers as co-factors. Significance LOD thresh-
olds were determined by 1000 permutations corre-
sponding to a genome-wide confidence level of
P < 0.05.

Results

SNP selection and genotyping results

Gerbera cDNA reads were clustered and assembled into
36,770 EST contigs within which a large number of
specific and common SNPs were detected in the parents
from the two populations (Fu et al. 2016). For genotyp-
ing in the population S, a set of 677 polymorphic SNPs
markers, including 477 SNPs common to both popula-
tions and 200 specific SNPs, was selected. Similarly,
there were 675 SNPs markers selected for population F,
including 477 common markers and 198 specific SNPs.

A summary of segregation type for all SNP markers
in both populations is shown in Table 1. Of all the
selected SNP markers, 68% were successfully geno-
typed by KASP in population S and 72% were success-
ful in population F (Fig. S1a–c illustrate the three
visualised segregation results in SNPviewer). A number
of markers showing a single group call are considered as
non-polymorphic (Fig. S1d); these include 166 SNPs in
population S and 147 in population F. Markers showing

scattered segregation without clear grouping were noted
as not-fitting segregation (Fig. S1e). The percentages of
markers showing a not-fitting pattern were 7% in pop-
ulation S and 6% in population F.

In a number of cases in both the S and F populations
(Table 1, null allele), parental genotype scores do not seem
to fit the found offspring genotypes. These segregating
SNP markers could be further analysed assuming the
presence of null alleles. For example, in marker
WGC19112, the genotype of two parents are A:G (P1)
and G:G (P2), respectively, and the expected segregation
in progeny should be [A:G]:[G:G] = 1:1, but the visualised
genotyping result in SNPviewer (Fig. S1f) showed three
genotype cluster plots [A:A]:[A:G]:[G:G] ≈ 1:1:2
(74:69:133). The possible explanation is the presence of
a null allele in P2 (G:Ø) and the actual progeny segrega-
tion is [A:G]:[A:Ø]:[G:G]:[G:Ø] ≈ 1:1:1:1, because the
genotyping technology cannot distinguish the genotype
G:G and G:Ø (they are in the same cluster), also the P2
genotype G:Ø is recognised as G:G.

To use the marker information, we rescored these
markers, like WGC19112, with the consideration that
both parents are heterozygous. However, information
content differed between the parents for such a marker.
P1 is heterozygous and WGC19112 is used as a fully
informative <lmxll> marker (a). Both A:G and A:Ø
offspring clusters are rescored as Blm^ and G:G (in fact
containing [G:G] and [G:Ø]) as Bll^. P2 is also hetero-
zygous and WGC19112 is here regarded as <nnxnp>
marker (b). However, only offsprings within the groups
A:A and A:G are informative for this parent (group A:A
scored as Bnn^ and group A:G as Bnp^), the mixed
group G:G (containing [G:G] and [G:Ø]) is discarded.
To distinguish the twoways of scoring, we added a letter
Ba^ or Bb^ at the end of the marker. Markers in which
null alleles were demonstrated with an a and b at the end
were mapped at almost the same position on the inte-
grated maps, but in eight markers, sufficient linkage was
only found in linkage groups of the most informative
parent and not in the other parent.

Linkage map construction

Both maternal and paternal maps of the two populations
were constructed, as well as integrated maps per popu-
lation and a consensus map of the two populations.
There were 30, 29, 27 and 28 linkage groups construct-
ed in SP1, SP2, FP1 and FP2, respectively (Table S1).
Total marker number ranged from 259 in parent FP2 to
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350 in parent FP1. The observed parental map lengths
varied from 1103 to 1498 cM and the average marker
distance varied from 3.50 to 4.41 cM per parental map
(Table S1).

Parental linkage maps could be aligned via the pres-
ence of bridge markers (<hkxhk> type markers) that are
segregating from both parents (Table S2). Based on the
position of the bridge markers, marker order on parental
maps showed good consistency, but the distance be-
tween the markers on parental linkage maps varied as
can be expected. For instance, on maternal linkage
group FP1_08, the distance between the markers
WGC9125 and WGC18021 is 7.6 cM, while the dis-
tance on the paternal linkage group (FP2_08) is 12.9 cM
(Fig. S2a). By using these bridge markers, the two
parental linkage maps could be combined into one inte-
grated linkage map with the same linkage group number
code (see Fig. S2a).

Similarly, with the help of common markers, identi-
cal parental linkage maps of both crosses could be also
be identified and aligned. For instance, there are around
35 markers in linkage group SP1_01, of which some
markers are also found in two linkage groups in the
parents of the F population (i.e. common markers) indi-
cating that these linkage groups are homologues of
SP1_01. So, these fragments are named as FP1_01.1
and FP1_01.2 and as FP2_01.1 and FP2_01.2. The
same situation happens on SP1_03, SP2_03, SP1_12,
SP2_12, etc. (Table S1). Few maternal and paternal
linkage groups (e.g. SP1_21, SP2_23 and FP1_17,
FP1_24, FP2_16, FP2_20) could not be aligned to a
linkage group of another parent because just a single
bridge marker was present or there was a lack of infor-
mative common markers (Tables S1 and S2).

These parental linkage maps, with a total of 285
common markers present, can be integrated into a con-
sensus map (see Fig. S2b). In total, 24 consensus link-
age groups were merged (Fig. 1, Table S3). As is de-
scribed in Table S3, the consensus linkage map of 687
SNPs covered 1601 cM. The marker density on the
consensus map varied from 1.32 cM on linkage group

09 (LG09) to 5.16 cM on LG17, with an average density
of 2.57 cM. There were 14 gaps larger than 15 cM
observed in the consensus linkage map.

Phenotypic traits evaluation for Botrytis resistance

Phenotypic data of resistance to B. cinerea were
assessed in three tests (whole inflorescence, bottom
and ray floret). Histograms of disease testing, resulting
from these three traits in the mapping populations S and
F and indicating transgressive segregations are shown in
Fig. 2. The means of the phenotyping data in population
S for whole inflorescence, bottom and ray floret were
2.42 ± 0.55, 2.96 ± 0.63 and 2.98 ± 0.79. Means in
population F were 3.64 ± 0.40, 3.80 ± 0.40 and
3.14 ± 0.80, respectively. Based on the skewness and
kurtosis scale of the distribution curves, all three tests in
the two populations were considered as approximately
normally distributed and no transformation of data was
performed for QTL analysis.

Disease index of the three disease tests in both pop-
ulations was analysed by Pearson correlation (Table S4).
The coefficients of whole inflorescence and bottom tests
in both populations showed moderately high correla-
tions (R = 0.83 in population S, R = 0.67 in population
F), but no significant correlation was found to the ray
floret tests.

QTL analysis

QTL analysis was first performed on the four parental
linkage maps individually. The genome-wide (GW)
LOD significance thresholds (P < 0.05) for whole inflo-
rescence, bottom and ray floret were obtained using a
permutation test (Table 2). Markers, with LOD scores
above the GW threshold in every QTL after interval
mapping (IM), were chosen as co-factors for multiple
QTL models mapping (MQM mapping). Significant
QTLs detected from the four parents are shown in
Table 2 and Fig. S3a–c.

Table 1 Overview of the genotyping results of selected SNPs marker

Population Markers segregating
in both parents

Markers segregating in
P1 (seed parent) only

Markers segregating in
P2 (pollen parent) only

Markers with
a null allele

No polymorphism Segregation
not fitting

S 135/20% 159/23% 126/19% 41/6% 166/25% 50/7%

F 107/16% 230/34% 116/17% 34/5% 147/22% 41/6%
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WGC22294_267_S2a-1.2
WGC22294_267_S2b0.0
WGC35295_167_S4.5
WGC17546_204_F28.2
WGC8621_386_S18.7
WGC36295_149_SF29.3
WGC3920_511_S2F19.6
WGC28002_228_SF1b13.2
WGC16961_586_S1F113.8
WGC3324_261_SF114.0
WGC28002_228_SF1a15.9
WGC30639_405_F1b18.2
WGC27835_141_S2F118.7
WGC30639_405_F1a19.3
WGC7366_112_Fb25.4
WGC33749_426_F2b26.1
WGC7366_112_Fa29.1
WGC33108_447_F131.4
WGC33749_426_F2a31.5
WGC25286_478_S2F135.7
WGC9062_263_S2Fa36.0
WGC224_115_SF1b40.6
WGC8203_378_S2b41.6
WGC8203_378_S2a41.7
WGC17612_204_F1a42.7
WGC3957_170_SF44.1
WGC27987_180_S44.7
WGC27470_200_S1F144.9
WGC224_115_SF1a45.0
WGC9062_263_S2F47.0
WGC224_115_SF148.9
WGC27738_319_S1F151.1
WGC9062_263_S2Fb53.7
WGC8436_166_S2b64.4
WGC8870_374_F2a64.9
WGC17612_204_F1b65.8
WGC9954_900_F270.1
WGC10214_71_S2F170.2
WGC18050_562_SF171.9
WGC5230_1586_S2F272.6
WGC8140_84_S274.5
WGC16204_523_S2F1b75.4
WGC9128_148_S1F1
WGC20788_411_S1F1
WGC3029_209_S1F1

75.9

WGC19258_230_SF176.6
WGC16204_523_S2F1a77.3
WGC9384_476_S1F177.4
WGC16204_523_S2F1
WGC30999_868_S1F177.7

WGC2920_160_S_F179.2
WGC17781_676_SF179.7
WGC36485_147_S2F81.2
WGC16787_905_S2F182.0
WGC21895_782_S1F184.3
WGC3411_200_S1F285.3
WGC18375_600_S86.0
WGC16835_1142_F286.4
WGC2851_117_S2F288.5
WGC8870_374_F2b90.0
WGC7767_115_Fa90.4
WGC5263_310_S190.6
WGC7767_115_Fb91.2
WGC27086_382_S2F191.4
WGC8436_166_S2a92.6
WGC10531_163_S1F2
WGC34062_300_F294.7

WGC33025_223_F2b
WGC33025_223_F296.7

WGC7745_871_S297.2
WGC19616_554_S1F298.9
WGC4503_278_S1F1102.0
WGC8430_469_S1F1103.5
WGC32669_336_SF1104.8
WGC20122_505_S2111.3
WGC10226_238_Fb112.0
WGC729_629_S2113.5
WGC2655_394_S2114.2
WGC10226_238_Fa127.0
WGC36541_224_SF1136.9
WGC19529_158_SF1137.0

LG01

WGC11464_359_S1F-1.7
WGC6199_1191_S2F20.0
WGC8508_520_S214.9
WGC18942_274_S1F1b21.1
WGC18942_274_S1F122.3
WGC18942_274_S1F1a23.8
WGC34976_88_S25.3
WGC19660_424_S2F2b28.6
WGC19660_424_S2F2a29.3
WGC27443_327_SF1a
WGC27443_327_SF1b30.6

WGC4477_1171_SF130.9
WGC34745_323_S2F31.0
WGC3004_110_SF131.2
WGC3930_242_SF131.3
WGC32105_310_S1F131.9
WGC25570_844_S32.1
WGC27443_327_SF132.6
WGC12651_1823_F232.7
WGC2374_598_F234.4
WGC8272_136_S1F138.2
WGC7983_971_SF39.5
WGC3086_90_F239.8
WGC31308_165_S1F140.1
WGC34999_109_F241.2
WGC2177_311_SF43.0
WGC1770_76_S246.0
WGC15789_100_S1F156.4
WGC8799_438_S1F157.4
WGC18743_246_F169.3
WGC11243_647_S2F1a69.6
WGC7795_318_F1
WGC7795_318_F1a70.4

WGC11243_647_S2F1b70.9
WGC3921_139_F171.2
WGC11243_647_S2F172.1
WGC23656_151_S1F173.4
WGC23656_151_S1F1a73.5
WGC23656_151_S1F1b74.7
WGC22185_434_S2F1a78.9
WGC31982_135_S1F80.2
WGC22185_434_S2F1b82.3
WGC34768_65_S1F184.7
WGC18262_147_S185.6
WGC19477_230_SF189.6
WGC34711_134_F2b98.1
WGC27925_98_S1F199.6
WGC34475_396_SF1b99.8
WGC34711_134_F2a101.6
WGC34475_396_SF1a105.3
WGC7419_63_S1F1
WGC17757_237_S2F1105.6

WGC34475_396_SF1105.8

LG02

WGC31732_337_SF20.0
WGC9509_428_SF20.4
WGC17021_2481_S1F20.5
WGC22289_336_F20.7
WGC4022_134_S15.7
WGC10385_486_S1F27.0
WGC3283_124_F15.8
WGC16203_309_S1F18.6
WGC23435_245_F1b32.1
WGC19704_238_S1F140.6
WGC18569_197_S147.3
WGC27578_1176_S148.0
WGC27091_180_F148.5
WGC7294_1023_S148.7
WGC11409_325_SF249.7
WGC22443_342_S1F251.4
WGC6073_123_S2a55.1
WGC6821_571_S1F256.2
WGC1546_255_S56.7
WGC18950_162_S2F1
WGC12914_1020_S56.8

WGC8380_543_S1F256.9
WGC7722_846_S1
WGC11924_433_S1
WGC12078_2206_S1

57.1

WGC19080_240_S1F1
WGC20720_497_S1F257.2

WGC5979_360_S1F257.3
WGC14842_414_Sb57.6
WGC14842_414_Sa57.7
WGC4082_303_S258.1
WGC2825_374_S258.2
WGC8867_154_S1F258.4
WGC2630_188_S258.6
WGC17399_462_S258.8
WGC3917_184_S1F261.6
WGC27213_976_F262.8
WGC849_141_F64.7
WGC8825_292_S1F
WGC6073_123_S2b66.2

WGC3317_107_F167.2
WGC20799_220_S1F174.6
WGC8442_332_S179.2
WGC5809_222_F180.3
WGC26837_145_S98.6

LG03

WGC19498_261_S1F10.0
WGC3574_475_SF0.9
WGC20870_99_S1F111.4
WGC21560_189_S1F39.0
WGC21560_189_S1Fa40.2
WGC18155_189_S45.4
WGC3228_98_S1F146.8
WGC2952_358_S1F47.5
WGC19682_206_S2F150.4
WGC16724_245_F1a
WGC16724_245_F155.0

WGC31490_172_S2F256.7
WGC36033_534_S1F157.2
WGC18837_429_S2b62.3
WGC18837_429_S2a62.4
WGC3131_106_F162.5
WGC8153_138_F1
WGC27713_180_S2F2
WGC18966_197_S2

62.7

WGC2732_157_F162.8
WGC6488_560_S263.1
WGC8372_105_S2F163.2
WGC23235_142_F1
WGC16085_544_S2F263.3

WGC19120_131_S2F163.9
WGC9403_546_S1F169.6
WGC9403_546_S1F1a70.0
WGC25129_300_S2b70.6
WGC25129_300_S2a70.8
WGC35912_221_SF171.6
WGC18737_810_S76.1
WGC34449_558_S
WGC3259_328_S76.5

WGC19166_306_S1F177.6
WGC9403_546_S1F1b89.4
WGC25081_216_S95.3
WGC30016_79_SF2a
WGC2621_159_S2108.2

WGC30016_79_SF2b114.7
WGC15966_1511_S2F2118.0

LG04

WGC3000_320_S1F20.0
WGC9162_972_S2F15.1
WGC22343_292_SFa5.3
WGC25114_277_SF5.5
WGC4138_154_SF6.1
WGC31215_552_S6.5
WGC11108_178_S6.9
WGC4253_92_S17.0
WGC9217_845_S7.1
WGC26242_226_SF17.8
WGC32274_134_S1F18.1
WGC3739_149_SF18.6
WGC36258_87_SF29.0
WGC15978_170_S1F2
WGC8241_315_S1F29.2

WGC7914_341_S1F29.3
WGC16097_667_S210.7
WGC23177_167_S2F211.2
WGC18843_595_F211.9
WGC3331_685_S2F114.4
WGC2550_64_S118.0
WGC22343_292_SFb18.7
WGC2966_218_S1
WGC19130_393_S1F139.1

WGC20711_63_S2F2a44.4
WGC20711_63_S2F2b44.7
WGC20711_63_S2F245.4
WGC10346_175_F1b45.9
WGC36739_222_S46.4
WGC17061_401_SF48.1
WGC20132_1389_S48.2
WGC8642_167_SF148.3
WGC10346_175_F1a48.8
WGC35157_467_F152.7
WGC2728_71_S254.6

LG05

WGC10668_254_F1-3.0
WGC20939_125_F-1.9
WGC35726_297_SF-0.4
WGC23551_82_S1F1a-0.2
WGC20712_458_S10.0
WGC23551_82_S1F1b
WGC19070_644_S1F10.7

WGC3476_117_S1F1.3
WGC12089_1094_S1.6
WGC2836_126_S1F12.2
WGC4230_4177_S22.6
WGC8424_460_S1F23.7
WGC9138_166_Sa7.3
WGC9138_166_Sb9.7
WGC18669_1670_S1F113.0
WGC18669_1670_S1F1a13.6
WGC19165_389_Sa15.7
WGC18953_619_Sb15.8
WGC19126_744_S2F1a17.5
WGC18669_1670_S1F1b19.4
WGC19165_389_Sb20.0
WGC19126_744_S2F1b
WGC22066_625_S220.6

WGC9148_195_SF121.8
WGC8990_750_S2F123.7
WGC36013_366_S1F129.1
WGC4264_216_S134.5
WGC19218_398_S1F139.8
WGC33549_80_Fa47.9
WGC9143_379_SF255.0
WGC3505_351_S1F158.5
WGC10529_113_S2F164.0
WGC36650_474_S1F165.6

LG06

WGC4457_98_F10.0
WGC8755_477_S2F1
WGC8572_1297_S2F12.0

WGC30433_466_S
WGC11692_278_S
WGC27999_351_S
WGC27416_552_S1

2.9

WGC18560_159_S
WGC18688_200_SF3.0

WGC16507_1013_SF14.7
WGC27467_540_F7.1
WGC16500_442_S11.3
WGC17793_888_S1F211.4
WGC22130_81_SF212.2
WGC20332_347_S2F1b13.3
WGC10243_386_S2F1b13.4
WGC10243_386_S2F114.3
WGC22982_111_S1F114.7
WGC20332_347_S2F116.4
WGC20819_209_S1F116.6
WGC20819_209_S1F1a16.7
WGC1222_283_S117.9
WGC18461_658_S1F118.2
WGC20819_209_S1F1b18.3
WGC10243_386_S2F1a24.6
WGC1593_239_S1_F27.3
WGC20332_347_S2F1a27.7
WGC32454_351_F232.8
WGC27817_207_F135.5
WGC17798_117_S2F136.0
WGC4224_271_F142.4

LG07

Fig. 1 Consensus linkage map of gerbera
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WGC36511_668_F2a0.0
WGC18021_112_F1.5
WGC4377_303_F11.6
WGC36511_668_F2b2.1
WGC19189_350_S1F12.4
WGC11384_140_S4.3
WGC2824_142_S25.4
WGC9125_295_S2F12.3
WGC3691_83_F215.8
WGC10836_652_S24.2
WGC25040_299_S25.1
WGC3420_455_S2F228.3
WGC13559_78_S129.5
WGC28656_114_F230.1
WGC14447_485_S1F135.2
WGC4445_2405_F136.7
WGC33495_350_S2F145.8
WGC11462_766_S2F46.7
WGC17809_355_S2F248.0
WGC18936_108_F250.0
WGC10588_275_F51.9
WGC8552_779_S2F152.2
WGC215_178_S52.5
WGC6332_460_S
WGC2778_462_S_F252.7

WGC2359_302_S1F254.0
WGC14531_563_S1F55.7
WGC8919_239_S1F155.9
WGC4515_103_S1F156.8
WGC18014_131_S1F57.7
WGC2545_101_S1F159.6

WGC27639_103_F10.0
WGC35370_146_S2F10.2
WGC22285_206_S2F1b0.7
WGC18994_594_S2F0.9
WGC27915_91_S2F11.5
WGC22285_206_S2F11.7
WGC17528_144_F12.4
WGC18652_365_F12.7
WGC27903_379_S2F1b5.0
WGC23609_194_S1Fa7.6
WGC8602_452_S1F111.2
WGC23609_194_S1F11.9
WGC22180_153_S1F112.1
WGC544_486_S1
WGC18636_75_S112.4

WGC23609_194_S1Fb13.5
WGC8438_219_S1
WGC15824_424_S1
WGC14515_553_S1

15.7

WGC8266_708_S115.8
WGC22285_206_S2F1a17.4
WGC25181_443_S219.4
WGC35893_105_S2F124.5
WGC17958_767_S2F134.0
WGC33445_346_S1F236.1
WGC33264_70_SF138.3
WGC28102_213_S2F139.1
WGC3469_267_F143.7
WGC18158_119_F1b
WGC18158_119_F143.9

WGC18158_119_F1a48.1
WGC7649_321_S1F56.9
WGC27903_379_S2F168.7
WGC18273_134_S1F186.3

WGC8179_185_S10.0
WGC7288_193_S1F3.4
WGC31496_55_Sb6.3
WGC17455_653_F16.5
WGC28414_421_S2F2b8.2
WGC31496_55_Sa8.6
WGC28414_421_S2F2a10.2
WGC4521_2140_S1F1b10.4
WGC10920_210_F211.7
WGC4521_2140_S1F1a14.9
WGC4521_2140_S1F118.7
WGC23649_136_S2F123.2
WGC8772_188_S28.2
WGC19637_457_S2F128.4
WGC26459_452_S28.7
WGC25934_157_S1F29.0
WGC19198_155_S29.1
WGC7561_567_F31.8
WGC3850_171_F2b37.4
WGC3850_171_F2a37.6
WGC31071_211_S2F139.0
WGC33931_214_S1F49.8
WGC19686_485_S150.5
WGC19194_294_S1F1b50.9
WGC19194_294_S1F1a52.7
WGC4540_277_S1F153.9
WGC19194_294_S1F155.1
WGC8977_163_SF155.7
WGC26791_2667_F157.7
WGC7173_301_S160.9
WGC10448_287_S1F164.2
WGC8524_1158_S1F169.0
WGC11457_257_S2F2a
WGC11457_257_S2F271.8

WGC3956_115_S1F10.0
WGC19516_214_S2F18.5
WGC18833_209_S2F19.5
WGC12799_1155_S210.1
WGC34157_246_S2F15.7
WGC4278_180_SF118.9
WGC28196_243_S1F19.8
WGC25268_184_S23.4
WGC27484_676_S25.1
WGC27626_149_S1F26.9
WGC4052_220_S29.3
WGC20636_152_F1a30.2
WGC34440_142_S2F32.6
WGC8726_266_S2F34.7
WGC20615_61_S2F1b40.9
WGC20615_61_S2F143.4
WGC20615_61_S2F1a43.5
WGC33030_228_S44.2
WGC18733_346_S2F49.4
WGC4185_170_F1b50.3
WGC26323_2583_F50.4
WGC24450_2028_F2
WGC34514_77_F2
WGC27131_1189_F2
WGC7654_417_S1F1b

50.5

WGC7654_417_S1F153.4
WGC20336_2175_S1F1
WGC1044_660_S153.9

WGC7654_417_S1F1a54.8
WGC4185_170_F1a56.3

WGC18656_631_S2F1b0.0
WGC8201_354_S2F1b0.1
WGC14466_1718_F2
WGC36438_790_S1F21.4

WGC8201_354_S2F1a4.5
WGC18656_631_S2F1a4.7
WGC6178_123_S2F15.4
WGC18030_324_S2F5.6
WGC8201_354_S2F15.8
WGC18656_631_S2F15.9
WGC27945_490_S2F16.0
WGC17525_192_SF6.8
WGC18765_397_S1F19.5
WGC27726_205_S2F19.9
WGC26751_388_S2F1a10.7
WGC3269_135_SF210.9
WGC26730_306_S2F111.5
WGC26751_388_S2F1b
WGC26751_388_S2F111.8

WGC19515_468_SF1b14.0
WGC19515_468_SF114.8
WGC19515_468_SF1a14.9
WGC35820_247_F15.2
WGC9243_208_S1F118.8
WGC3872_221_S1b19.0
WGC9121_215_S1F220.8
WGC771_772_S1F221.5
WGC34091_249_S1F224.7
WGC3872_221_S1a26.2
WGC19432_94_S1F127.2
WGC4376_224_S1F228.5
WGC34695_116_F2
WGC4217_100_S2F149.2

WGC8837_493_S2F152.7
WGC23067_1870_F54.9
WGC24795_328_SF156.1
WGC3758_76_S56.8
WGC33479_427_S1F57.1
WGC25045_123_SF259.0
WGC27464_56_SF59.5
WGC9301_544_S1F2b60.2
WGC9301_544_S1F2a61.4
WGC9301_544_S1F262.0
WGC10305_190_F66.3
WGC20619_638_S1F169.0
WGC16523_281_F1b69.6
WGC4149_407_S1F271.5
WGC693_624_F1
WGC4460_246_F1
WGC16523_281_F1a

72.1

WGC2762_139_F173.8

LG12

WGC992_371_S1b0.0
WGC17690_285_F0.1
WGC3995_275_S2
WGC18819_128_S2F1a2.5

WGC4448_294_S2F1
WGC5574_460_S2F14.0

WGC27846_452_S2F14.6
WGC27250_261_S1F2
WGC18819_128_S2F1b4.8

WGC3633_123_S1F16.7
WGC18819_128_S2F18.1
WGC36165_169_S8.4
WGC992_371_S1a9.3
WGC20749_354_S11.0
WGC34662_205_F12.0
WGC9308_396_SF112.5
WGC34409_322_F214.3
WGC3108_124_SF114.5
WGC22133_489_S219.9
WGC11627_252_S2F232.4
WGC18668_127_F1b46.0
WGC18668_127_F1a51.6
WGC19078_418_S1F156.8

LG13

WGC34723_249_F2b
WGC34723_249_F20.0

WGC17177_1793_S1F13.6
WGC3507_143_F4.8
WGC4358_306_S26.4
WGC3801_506_S8.5
WGC22208_450_S10.6
WGC2726_213_S212.2
WGC4489_77_S114.1
WGC7302_742_S1F214.4
WGC4355_157_S2F127.2
WGC18204_532_F245.4
WGC6974_151_S2F248.6
WGC17277_213_S1F152.0
WGC18548_202_S1F253.8
WGC36346_215_S55.0
WGC11531_363_S2F156.9
WGC9176_170_SF157.1
WGC17320_229_S2F258.4
WGC2015_590_S258.6
WGC10429_697_S2F259.1
WGC19617_114_F59.2
WGC17277_213_S1F1b59.7
WGC31019_90_F260.4

LG14

WGC36216_955_F10.0
WGC1697_224_S1Fa3.6
WGC2765_64_S2F16.1
WGC1697_224_S1F9.2
WGC1697_224_S1Fb9.4
WGC10483_460_S2F1
WGC7520_3774_S1F29.5

WGC17470_602_S2F19.6
WGC3829_232_S2F110.4
WGC4126_149_F112.7
WGC36235_369_S1F113.1
WGC7077_610_S217.2
WGC17031_251_F118.2
WGC8896_566_S2F119.8
WGC2031_690_S220.6
WGC18371_139_S2F20.8
WGC17566_197_S2F121.6
WGC8267_240_SF25.7
WGC19903_508_S1F28.0
WGC29477_280_S1F128.8
WGC19318_99_S1F36.7
WGC24960_103_S37.3
WGC828_408_S2F39.3

LG15

LG16 LG17

WGC8121_498_S1F10.0

WGC2476_271_S15.6

WGC9103_440_F116.6

WGC18703_968_S1F122.1

WGC7576_107_S1F136.8
WGC15379_306_S254.5
WGC16319_821_S1F255.6
WGC3979_333_S56.9
WGC8562_422_S59.2
WGC7599_395_S2
WGC889_106_S2
WGC8760_289_S2F1
WGC17081_316_S2F1
WGC1691_115_SF1
WGC17520_293_S2F1
WGC34318_203_S2F1

61.1

WGC25048_458_S2F161.5

WGC3939_240_S2F20.0

WGC11593_467_F26.5

WGC4966_1108_F20.6

WGC5962_1153_F41.2
WGC15914_515_F242.3
WGC6386_762_F243.3
WGC8417_313_F244.5
WGC3585_238_F245.3
WGC6768_187_F246.5

LG08 LG09 LG10 LG11

Fig. 1 (continued)
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In the S population, seven significant QTLs for
Botrytis resistance were detected by MQM mapping
and 13 QTLs in the F population. The difference in
numbers of QTLs found between the two populations
is defined by the number of QTLs associated with
Botrytis resistance in ray floret. There is only one ray
floret QTL found in the S population but seven in the F
population (Table 2). Phenotypic variance explained by
single QTLs ranged between 5.7 and 11.4%, with three
QTLs (RBQB4, RBQWI4 and RBQWI6) higher than
10%. Three QTLs, RBQWI2, RBQWI4 and RBQWI6
from SP1, FP1 and FP2, respectively, were found on
LG23 at similar positions in the consensus map (see
Fig. S4) indicating this may be a single QTL.
Interestingly, a QTL for whole inflorescence and bottom
(RBQB3 and RBQWI3) shared an identical position
with marker WGC18733_346_S2F on LG11 of popu-
lation S.

Several QTLs were detected on both parental linkage
groups separately and showed overlapping positions on
the integrated linkage group, like RBQWI1 from SP1
and RBQWI3 from SP2 on LG11 and RBQB5 from
FP1 and RBQB6 from FP2 on LG9. In these cases,
alleles from both parents contributed to the resistance

in the progeny. We identified the favourable and
unfavourable alleles from the parents of these QTLs.
Progeny can then be divided into four groups: progeny
with the presence of two favourable alleles (+/+), with
one favourable allele from one of the parents (+/− or
−/+) and no favourable allele present (−/−). The mean
disease score of each progeny group for each QTL is
shown in Table 3. The mean disease scores of individ-
uals with two favourable alleles (+/+) were all signifi-
cantly lower than those for individuals with no
favourable allele present (−/−) and also show advantage
over individuals with one favourable allele only.

Discussion

Genetic linkage mapping and integration

In this study, we constructed the first gerbera genetic
linkage maps from two F1 populations using newly
generated SNP markers. Genetic linkage map construc-
tion for cultivated ornamental crops often use F1 popu-
lations (Debener and Mattiesch 1999; Han et al. 2002;
Rajapakse et al. 2001; Shahin et al. 2011; Zhang et al.

Fig. 2 Disease index distribution of S and F populations in bottom, ray floret and whole inflorescence, respectively. Normal distribution
curves are shown above the histograms in red. Arrows indicate the disease score of parents
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Table 2 QTLs found for whole flower, bottom and petal test in the parental genotypes of both populations

QTL Parents Flanking markers LG MQM

LOD
(GW)

% expl

RBQB1 SP1 WGC11243_647_S2F1a 2 4.4 (4.0) 6.3

RBQB2 SP1 WGC2476_271_S1 16 4.6 (4.0) 6.6

RBQB3 SP2 WGC18733_346_S2F 11 4.6 (4.1) 7.6

RBQB4 FP1 WGC16204_523_S2F1 1 6.8 (4.0) 10.3

RBQB5 FP1 WGC28102_213_S2F1 9 4.5 (4.0) 7.5

RBQB6 FP2 WGC18158_119_F1b 9 4.8 (3.9) 8

RBQRF1 SP2 WGC17798_117_S2F1 7 5.3 (4.0) 8.9

RBQRF2 FP1 WGC22343_292_SFa 5 6.5 (4.1) 8.6

RBQRF3 FP1 WGC35370_146_S2F1 9 4.8 (4.1) 6.2

RBQRF4 FP1 WGC828_408_S2F 15 6.1 (4.1) 8

RBQRF5 FP1 WGC35264_283_S2F1 18 5.9 (4.1) 7.6

RBQRF6 FP2 WGC7520_3774_S1F2 15 4.9 (4.0) 7

RBQRF7 FP2 WGC6074_441_S2F 18 4.0 (4.0) 5.7

RBQRF8 FP2 WGC9226_226_F2 21 4.75 (4.0) 8.0

RBQWI1 SP1 WGC1044_660_S1,
WGC33030_228_S

11 4.8 (4.0) 7.3

RBQWI2 SP1 WGC407_4995_S1F1 23 5.3 (4.0) 8.2

RBQWI3 SP2 WGC18733_346_S2F 11 5.2 (4.1) 8.6

RBQWI4 FP1 WGC1084_721_F 23 6.8 (4.1) 11.1

RBQWI5 FP2 WGC5962_1153_F 17 5.6 (4.0) 8.3

RBQWI6 FP2 WGC22447_285_Fb 23 7.6 (4.0) 11.4

Name of QTLs are RBQ (as Resistance Botrytis QTL) followed by the initials of disease tests used. Null alleles are marked with a letter ‘a’ or
‘b’ in the end

B Bottom, PF ray floret,WI whole inflorescence test, LG indicates linkage group and the LG number in the two populations, GW indicates
genome-wide significant threshold level P < 0.05; % expl. is the percentage of total variance explained by the QTL

Table 3 Difference between the mean score of individuals with the presence of two, one or no favourable allele from the parents

Bottom Ray floret Whole inflorescence

QTLs RBQB5 + RBQB6 RBQRF4 + RBQRF6 RBQRF5 + RBQRF7 RBQWI1 + RBQWI3 RBQWI4 + RBQWI6
Flanking
markers

WGC28102_213_S2F1 WGC828_408_S2F WGC35264_283_S2F1 WGC33030_228_S WGC1084_721_F

WGC18158_119_F1b WGC7520_3774_S1F2 WGC6074_441_S2F WGC18733_346_S2F WGC22447_285_Fb
Genotype1 Mean ± S.E. Mean ± S.E. Mean ± S.E. Mean ± S.E. Mean ± S.E.

+/+ 3.621 ± 0.044a2 2.840 ± 0.099a 2.732 ± 0.126a 2.244 ± 0.060a 3.436 ± 0.057a

+/− 3.847 ± 0.041bc 3.328 ± 0.090b 3.152 ± 0.071b 2.440 ± 0.067b 3.631 ± 0.043b

−/+ 3.764 ± 0.058b 3.299 ± 0.096b 3.152 ± 0.071b 2.316 ± 0.057ab 3.739 ± 0.050bc

−/− 3.938 ± 0.052c 3.414 ± 0.121b 3.430 ± 0.115b 2.635 ± 0.074c 3.776 ± 0.041c

1 +/+ represents individuals with the presence of two favourable alleles from both parents; +/− represents individuals carrying one favourable
from P1 and one unfavourable allele from P2; −/+ represents individuals carrying one unfavourable allele from P1 and favourable from P2;
−/− represents individuals with the presence of the two unfavourable alleles from both parents
2mean of each groups with letter a, b and c shows significant difference (P < 0.05)
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2010) because many ornamental plants, including ger-
bera, are outcrossing species with complex genetic
backgrounds and high heterozygosity that cannot be
easily selfed due to serious inbreeding depression
effects.

Four parental genetic linkage maps were constructed
by using SNP markers from EST data (Fu et al. 2016).
Most selected SNP markers showed a Mendelian segre-
gation in the populations. For some loci, the allele
segregation and allele ratios indicated the presence of
null alleles. Three flanking markers of a QTL contained
null alleles. These markers with null alleles probably
come from mutations in the marker region which in the
RNAseq data analysis of Fu et al. (2016) may have led
to assembly of these sequences in alternative contigs
and thus stayed unnoticed during SNP identification.
We scored markers with null alleles for each parent
separately in order to use the marker data as much as
possible and found these two-way scored markers are
mapped on almost the same positions in the integrated
map and the consensus map. The fact that the four
alleles of these markers are all different reflects the
complex genetic background of gerbera.

Based on the location of the bridge (<hkxhk> type)
markers on the maternal and paternal linkage maps, we
found the markers’ order on parental maps shows a good
consistency, but the distance between the markers on pa-
rental linkage maps varies. This is caused by independent
meiotic events occurring in the two heterozygous parents
and the different frequency of recombination determines
the location of markers in each parent (Gebhardt 2007).
This also explains the difference in linkage group length
between the parents of a cross. Markers common to both
populations could be used to merge maps between the two
populations and to arrive at a consensus map which was
helpful for comparisons between the two populations in
QTL mapping. From the integrated and consensus maps,
we notice that some parental chromosomes appeared as
separate (fragmented) linkage groups in one genotype
whereas they were in one LG in another genotype (e.g.
FP1_01.1 and FP1_01.2 vs SP1_01). Fragmentation also
occurs in integrated maps of single populations. Generally,
this occurs more often in the F population (9 out of 20
integrated LGs) than in the S population (6 out of 21
integrated LGs). This might be due to a lower number of
markers in FP2. Given the offspring numbers in both
populations, a theoretical minimum marker distance of
0.4 cM is possible. So, by introducing more markers,
map quality may be further improved.

For gerbera, we expected 25 linkage groups
(2n = 50). However, a total of 24 consensus linkage
groups could be established. There are no additional
linkage groups left in any of the four parental maps
which could be assigned to LG25. This could be related
to the size of this particular chromosome and the number
of markers used in our study. Introducing higher num-
bers of markers might result in retrieving LG25. Also, a
lack of polymorphism between alleles of this chromo-
some could cause the inability to find this linkage group.

Gerbera grey mould phenotyping

Gerbera grey mould occurs mainly on gerbera capitulum
in the production and post-harvest process. Different
symptoms in infected gerbera cultivars were found, either
necrotic spots on ray and trans florets or rot on disc
florets. The mechanism underlying plant resistance
against B. cinerea is not well understood, but it is gener-
ally accepted that plant resistance to this necrotrophic
pathogen is quantitative and polygenic (Poland et al.
2009; Rowe and Kliebenstein 2008; St. Clair 2010). In
a structured mapping population, quantified disease in-
dexes after inoculation can be used to analyse plant
responses to this pathogen and perform QTL mapping.
However, there is no standard bioassay approach for
evaluating plant resistance to B. cinerea available.

Previous studies on Arabidopsis and tomato
(AbuQamar et al. 2006; Denby et al. 2004; Ferrari et al.
2007; Finkers et al. 2008; Finkers et al. 2007b; Hu et al.
2013; Rowe and Kliebenstein 2008; ten Have et al. 2007;
Zhang and Van Kan 2013) are mainly based on infection
assays using drop inoculation or spray inoculation with
conidia suspension on leaves or stems, then measuring
the lesion expansion rate, lesion size or camalexin accu-
mulation. In gerbera, leaf and stem infections are of little
importance and mainly flower infections lead to losses.
To thoroughly assess the disease severity on gerbera
flowers, we developed spray-inoculation tests on whole
inflorescences (whole inflorescence and bottom), as well
as a droplet-inoculation test for single ray florets. The
tests were devised as simple tests in which a large number
of flowers and ray florets could be tested in a relatively
short period of time to avoid season influences during the
testing period.

As a necrotrophic pathogen, Botrytis relies primarily
on its abilities to kill the host plant cell and subsequently
decompose the plant tissue and consume it for its own
growth (van Kan 2006). The fungus can use different
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infection paths in the complex organs that capitulum are
and from experiments with cultivar panels, different
responses between cultivars were observed and these
led to the three different tests used. Among the three
tests, there is a high correlation in both populations
between the infection data of whole inflorescence and
bottom disease symptoms. Apparently, the mechanism
of defence within the chosen parents of the two crosses
is more similar with regard to these two traits compared
to the wider set of cultivars used in the development of
the tests. The test on ray florets (petal) is clearly different
from the other two tests. Therefore, for the ray floret test
versus whole inflorescence and bottom, it can be
envisaged that different genes are involved in
resistance to Botrytis. Similarly, ten Have et al. (2007)
also observed that resistance to Botrytis on tomato
leaves and stems is distinct from each other.

QTLs mapping and analysis

QTLs detected varied between the two populations and
also between the three tests. The reason for the lower
number of QTLs found in the S population for ray floret
resistance might be the small difference in ray floret dis-
ease score between the two parents of this population. The
two F population parents, by contrast, showed a large
difference in disease score for ray floret. Three QTL
regions for whole inflorescence test, which were detected
on different parental maps separately, co-localised on link-
age group 23 for both populations. Although the QTL
region still spans 20 cM on the consensus map between
the most significant loci, the flanking bridge markers
indicated possible overlapping of parental linkage groups
and the existence of favourable alleles.

A relative high correlation between bottom and whole
inflorescence was found in both populations, yet there is
only one identical locus in both populations showing a
significant QTL in both tests. More common QTLs for
whole inflorescence and bottommight be expected given
the correlation between the two tests. Apparently, not all
QTLs underlying the high correlation of the two tests can
be detected which could be due to a lack of resolving
power to detect minor QTLs for both disease indexes at
the same time in a population. Environmental variance
between test weeks may influence both tests in a similar
way; however, numbers of repetitions per week were too
low to be able to study this.

In this study, several QTLs with minor effect for
Botrytis resistance on gerbera inflorescences were

detected. The results showed that, similar to Botrytis
resistance in other plants, defence against B. cinerea
on gerbera is quantitative and genetically complex, with
probably the involvement of different infection mecha-
nisms (Denby et al. 2004; Finkers et al. 2007a; Rowe
and Kliebenstein 2008). QTLs found in our study may
seemminor-effect QTLs, which are more difficult to use
in breeding programs than major-effect QTLs or single
resistance genes. However, several QTLs detected from
separate parental linkage groups were found in overlap-
ping locations on the integrated map and we assume that
these correlative QTLs are probably from a common
gene with positive and negative alleles which can be
defined as quantitative trait alleles (QTAs, Schäfer-Pregl
et al. 1998). With the presence of two positive QTAs,
gerbera resistance to Botrytis increased significantly.

For two reasons, we think there is potential for intro-
gression of favourable QTL alleles in breeding to in-
crease resistance to Botrytis in gerbera: (a) phenotyping
Botrytis disease is difficult and the large environmental
component in testing has a downsizing effect on the total
explained variance found in QTLs, i.e. contributions of
QTLs to genetic variance explained will be higher and
(b) compared to the disease tests (conditions chosen to
avoid effects of incidence), the disease pressure in com-
mercial greenhouses will be much lower and environ-
mental conditions are less favourable for Botrytis infec-
tion (Finkers et al. 2007b). Under such conditions, the
effect of the QTLs may be much stronger.

This mapping study provides the first genetic map of
gerbera and by using SNP markers derived from EST
sequences (Fu et al. 2016), a generally useable frame-
work is provided which can be used for other studies as
well and provides the first step in unravelling the com-
plexity of the genetic background of resistance to
Botrytis in gerbera.
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